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ABOUT US

AUGMENTED GASTRONOMY
BEYOND SUSTAINABILITY
Foodture Barcelona is the Summit of
Disruptive Innovation in Food Design, Food
Tech, Social Food & Sustainability born in
Barcelona city.
We seek to create an open space where
diverse disciplines such as science, design
and innovation come together to explore
and redesign the future of food.
Our purpose is to highlight and bring
together creative minds that are leading
change in the world food order. We present
proposals that may be perceived as utopian
but are already a reality, or will soon be.
During 2021 Barcelona became the Capital
of Sustainable Food, and Foodture joined
to contribute its knowledge in terms
of disruptive food innovation from the
perspective of regeneration.

Taking the key points of the capital:
promoting healthier, more sustainable
and accessible food; generating more
economic opportunities for local sectors;
and tackling the climate emergency while
facilitating the agroecological transition;
we presented an agenda that proposed and
debated real solutions.

Our purpose is to highlight and bring
together creative minds that are leading
change in the world food order. We present
proposals that may be perceived as utopian
but are already a reality, or will soon be.
During 2021 Barcelona became the Capital
of Sustainable Food, and Foodture joined
to contribute its knowledge in terms
of disruptive food innovation from the
perspective of regeneration.
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ABOUT US

Taking the key points of the capital:
promoting healthier, more sustainable
and accessible food; generating more
economic opportunities for local sectors;
and tackling the climate emergency while
facilitating the agroecological transition;
we presented an agenda that proposed and
debated real solutions.
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For two days attendees and speakers could
experience inspiring content focused on the
topic of Augmented Gastronomy, Beyond
Sustainability.

In this third edition we returned to the
physical world without forgetting everything
we learnt from the digital.

During our talks and round tables, startups, designers, visionaries and thinkers
discussed the future of the food industry,
and in our workshops two groups of experts
guided our attendees while exploring
solutions for current and upcoming
challenges.

Foodture 2021 was a hybrid event that
allowed local and international people
to learn about the future of food and our
planet.

Also, the work of cutting-edge designers
was both physically and digitally exhibited
on our event space at Barcelona’s Design
Hub and our online Foodture Platform.

ABOUT US
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Barcelona Design Centre understands
design as a factor of transformation for
competitiveness, sustainability and a positive
impact on society, in line with the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(2030 Agenda).
They support innovation, creative talent
and the promotion of Barcelona design
worldwide. BcD also acts as the strategic
partner in design to create joint value with
companies, entrepreneurs, professionals
and entities.
As co-founders and co-creators they help
in the design, development and diffusion of
Foodture Barcelona. By connecting their
network and partners with the organization,
they provide a space of promotion and value
of emerging talent.

Co-Founder and Co-Creator

ABOUT US
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Plat Institute is a research and innovation
lab that through R&D, design and education
addresses the Food+Health challenges that
humanity will face in the future.
One of their goals is to nurture and inspire
the thinkers and innovators of tomorrow,
they define themselves as talent growers.
With the support of leading specialists in
technical and creative fields they exchange knowledge and inspiration through talks,
demos, workshops, conferences and special
events in their Sci-Fi Food Lab in Barcelona.
As co-founders and co-creators they help
in the curation, design and development of
Foodture Barcelona. By fostering and advancing the future of food they believe in,
they help build and create an empowered
network of multidisciplinary experts to exchange knowledge and inspiration.

Co-Founder and Co-Creator
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WHAT IS FOOD
SUSTAINABILITY?
Food sustainability refers to the capacity of
growing enough safe and healthy food to support
the human population without causing harm to the
environment and ensuring social and economic
equity.
Any sustainable food production depends on the
availability of fertile land, clean water, nutrients,
and adequate climate. Nowadays food systems
compromise our capacity of generating food in the
future and create deep impacts in all levels of the
supply chain; i.e. soils are depleted (mono cropping,
land clearing, deforestation and overexploitation),
greenhouse gas emissions are out of control
(byproduct of transportation and farming), animals
are abused, packaging isn’t properly recycled and
tons of food is wasted despite the global situation
of hunger.

Our evolution as a species is linked to the
changes of our diet.

We are currently immersed in an inflexion point: we
are aware of the effects of past changes but, if
we want to feed our growing population and stop
climate change, we must modify our diet again
and as soon as possible.
Every time we eat and drink, we can vote for the world we want.
- Emmanuel Faber (2015) -

PROLOGUE
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WHY BEYOND
SUSTAINABILITY?
What we’re doing at the moment is not enough.
In order to really transform our current practices
into new holistic models, we should focus on
sustainability but also on REGENERATION. Give
back to nature what it provides for us.

We must go from a linear model to a new
CIRCULAR MODEL in which the reutilization or
elimination of wasted resources presents new
economic opportunities.

Earth Overshoot Day, calculated each year by the
NGO Global Footprint Network, marks the date
when humanity’s demand for ecological resources
and services in a given year exceed what Earth
can regenerate in that year. In 2021, it fell on July
29. Taking a look at the environmental footprint of
our food system, the responsibility of this sector is
outrageous.

KEY POINTS:

New food systems must tackle development of new
ingredients and foods, conscious production, fair
commercialization and the preservation, cultivation
and restoration of our biodiversity.

· Accessible and affordable
· Nutritious (importance of proper diet)
· Local vs. transported
· Restore and regenerate resources
(proper earth management)
· Eliminate overconsumption (human behavior)
· Control production volumes to (human behavior)
· Eliminate waste
· Focus on circularity

PROLOGUE
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AUGMENTED
GASTRONOMY
This 3rd edition of FOODTURE aims to carry a
message of hope that contributes to empower the
growing ideas and projects that strive to create
a better future. It is time to re-design food! and
part of the re-designing process is ideation,
which involves thinking and exploring uncharted
territories. Augmented Gastronomy is a concept
that allows us to decipher what food and its
physical and digital narratives will be like in the
near and far future.
Our link with food is undeniable, the transition
from Homo Neanderthalensis to Homo Sapiens
was accompanied by changes in our diets, our
interaction with food and the development of food
systems. There is no denying that as a species we
are ever evolving, what will the relationship of the
New Hominid with food be like?

We’re living at a time in which many talents
earn Michelin stars for creating the best meals
and experiences, but at the same time we’re
going through the highest rates of obesity
and malnourishment. The food production/
management crisis and the challenges it brings
(social, economical and environmental) triggers
interest in outer space.
Are we evolving from Homo Sapiens to HOMO
SPACIENS?

PROLOGUE

Connecting mankind with space and focusing on
aerospace and cosmic travel as reference for our
new G-ASTRONOMY is not as insane as it may
seem. Focusing on space makes us reflect on one
of its main characteristics: CIRCULARITY.
Spacecrafts and space stations are designed with
no waste in mind, when exposed to such extreme
conditions we find solutions in order to guarantee
our survival. Many technological advances related
to food have been developed while researching
space (i.e. freeze-dried foods, air cooking). So the
next logical step would be envisioning Planet Earth
as our spacecraft/ship and focus on the positive
impact and the opportunities that developing
100% circular models may bring for our economies,
societies and planet.
Augmented Gastronomy invites us to research
and explore in order to nourish the collective
imagination and bring forth solutions for a better
and brighter future of food.
· Self-sufficient kitchens
· Non-gravitational food
· Emerging food systems
· New proteins
· Metaverse & food
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TALKS
TOPICS
REGENERATIVE FOOD BRANDS:
· Time to Redesign Food
· The Role of Sustainability Leader Companies
· Centres of Excellence in Sustainability
· Together for a Clean Ocean

FOODTURE
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Foodture 2021
TALKS

BEYOND
SUSTAINABILITY

REGENERATIVE
FOOD BRANDS

In 2021 it’s not enough to be sustainable, we must
be regenerative. In this talk we present how global
consumer brands may serve or are serving as a bridge
to take care of ecosystems.
Beyond just buying products, consumers nowadays look
for planet-centered design solutions that are able to
build, maintain and preserve the necessary balance with
nature.

SPEAKERS

TOPICS

MODERATORS

Antonis Mavropoulos
CEO D-Waste, former ISWA
President, member of UNEP IETC
International Advisory Board

RE-DESIGN

Isabel Roig,
Executive Director of Barcelona
centre de Disseny

Suelen Souza
Head of Sustainability and
Nutrition at DANONE
Marga Andrés
Researcher at AZTI
Michel Chtepa
Managing Director of
SEAQUAL 4 U

FOOD
SYSTEM
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TALKS

REGENERATIVE FOOD
BRANDS SPEAKERS
Antonis Mavropoulos

The amount of food loss and waste currently generated along the
supply chain exacerbates global food system challenges. One third
of the food produced globally is being wasted (2.5 billion tonnes
of the world’s food). This represents missed opportunities to feed
the growing world population and also puts huge pressure on our
natural capital.
· Eroded lands
· Cleared forests
· Water waste
· Climate change
· Loss of biodiversity

· Polluted lands
· Polluted water
· GHC emissions
· Loss of wetlands
· Increase in price

In Developing Countries food loss occurs due to poor practices,
technical and technological limitations, labor and financial
restrictions and lack of proper infrastructure for transportation and
storage. On the other hand, in Developed Countries waste occurs
after preparation, cooking, serving as well as not consuming before
the expiration date as a result of over shopping a consequence of
poor planning and bulk purchasing.

TALKS
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We need a NEW systemic and circular approach
The rise of Industry 4.0 in the Food System and Food Waste
Management is key for facing the challenges related to rethinking,
redesigning and adapting our current methods.
Also, Circular Design for food offers significantly greater benefits
than better sourcing alone does.

Minimum Requirements From FMCG:
· Create ambitious and well-resourced action plans
to make nature-positive product portfolios a reality.
· Create a new collaborative dynamic with farmers.
· Develop iconic products to showcase the potential
of circular design for food.
· Contribute to and use common on-farm metrics
and definitions.
· Advocate for policies that support a nature-positive
food system

TALKS

REGENERATIVE FOOD BRANDS
THE ROLE OF SUSTAINABILITY
LEADER COMPANIES
Suelen Souza

In 2016 Danone acquired alpro in order to continue building on its
mission of bringing health through food to as many people as
possible.
32% of our carbon footprint comes from what we eat, which means
it is the greatest impact any human activity has on our environment
and biodiversity.
Food habits change and we must focus on habits that are
sustainable in the long run and alpro has the key to push this
sustainable movement:
Transforming the current food system towards planetary and
flexitarian diets, through their delicious products.
Prioritizing flexitarianism is something we can all do for our health
and planet.
Leader companies like Danone group are taking their role in
sustainability seriously.
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DANONE, IS THE FIRST SPANISH CONSUMER
GOODS COMPANY CERTIFIED BY B CORP
They lead in sustainability by focusing on:
Improving the processes they have for their
crops & production.
Fostering innovation in order to develop new foods for enriching the
new diets and making life easier for consumers
Generating less packaging that is 100% recyclable by 2025, that has
minimal impact and is made of renewable & sustainable materials.

TALKS

REGENERATIVE FOOD BRANDS
CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE IN
SUSTAINABILITY
Marga Andrés

AZTI develops high-impact transformation projects with
organisations aligned with the United Nations 2030 SDGs.

HIGH IMPACT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR
A HEALTHY AND SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY
They are working on innovative products and solutions to make
companies more competitive and sustainable.
These products and technologies have been implemented in
companies to help them reduce costs, improve process efficiency,
reduce the risk of accidents, attract customer value, new food
products and valorization of by-products.
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One of the sustainable solutions being developed is reusing discarded
fishing nets as one of their focuses.

NEW LIFE FOR DISCARDED FISHING AND
AQUACULTURE GEARS
The initiative called BLUE NET aims at creating new life for discarded
fishing and aquaculture gears in order to prevent marine litter.
Another core purpose of the initiative is to revalorize fish by-products
so they can generate new business opportunities and reduce waste.

TALKS
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REGENERATIVE FOOD BRANDS
TOGETHER FOR A CLEAN OCEAN

STORYTELLING TO SENSIBILIZE INDUSTRIES AND
BRANDS
Seaqual Initiative has developed their registered Seaqual® marine
plastic. A new, fully traceable raw material with the power to raise
awareness of the issue of marine litter and highlight those helping fight it.

Michel Chtepa

CREATING A SEISMIC SHIFT IN ATTITUDE TOWARDS
SUSTAINABILITY
Humanity has created 8.3 billion tons of plastic. Today, 4.3 billion tons
are in landfill or the environment. Every year 12 million tons of plastic are
dumped in our oceans.
Seaqual Initiative is an unique collaborative community fighting plastic
pollution. They work with ocean clean-ups around the world to bring value
to the waste they recover.

GLOCAL, CIRCULAR AND COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
Their focus is being a global platform that provides solutions for local
communities. Connecting businesses, communities and consumers
around the world to achieve something that would be impossible alone.
So far 1.300 brands and manufacturers have joined the Seaqual
community.

Part of the support provided to brands and manufacturers involves
bringing the products made with Seaqual® to the market and providing
a quality seal.
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ROUND
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Foodture 2021
ROUND TABLES

INNOVATION
LED BY WOMEN

WOMEN
IN FOOD

Women have fed the world throughout centuries, but in
socially relevant environments the presence of women is
negligible, even non-existent.
In the world, women represent 43% of the agrifood
sector and in some places up to 70%, but the image
continues to be relegated to men. Of the list of 40 best
chefs in Spain, only 5 are women.
From Foodture we want to open a space for dialogue
and reflection on gastronomic innovation and
entrepreneurship led by women.

SPEAKERS

TOPICS

Adnaloy Osio Zamora
Creative Chef, Consultant
and Owner of Caña de Azucar
Restaurant

EMPOWERMENT
SOCIETY
RIGHTS

Carme Ruscalleda
Chef of Sau Pau Restaurant
Laura Veraguas
Chef of VER AGUAS Project

MODERATORS
Carolina Angeli,
CEO and Co-Founder of Plat
Institute

ROUND TABLES
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WOMEN IN FOOD
One of the highlights of the round
table was Women in Food where chefs
Carme Ruscalleda, Laura Veraguas and
Adnaloy Osio vindicated their projects
and the female talent that exists in the
gastronomic sector.
Through a tour of the their careers,
the challenges they have faced and
the changes and adaptations their
businesses have undergone.
One of the sustainable solutions being
developed is reusing discarded fishing
nets as one of their focuses.

“The earliest memory I can recall
from how I fell in love with cooking
is all the women of the family
gathering to prepare the dinner.
There was this intergenerational
knowledge transmitting that came
deep from the heart”
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Foodture 2021
ROUND TABLES

THE HOLISTIC
APPROACH

FOOD DESIGN
FOR THE PLANET

What can the world of creativity offer to the current
restoration helping to regenerate the planet?
How can Food Design help improve the industry to make
it carbon neutral?
Can gastronomic innovation create a new concept of
consumption that is both experiential, participatory and
regenerative?

SPEAKERS

TOPICS

Lara Campos
Researcher at S-BIOTICA

RESEARCH
DESIGN

Jessica Dias
Researcher at S-BIOTICA
Marce de Medeiros
Designer and Co-Founder of
NUNCA ESTUDIO

BIOLOGY

MODERATORS
Carolina Angeli,
CEO and Co-Founder of Plat
Institute

ROUND TABLES
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FOOD DESIGN FOR THE PLANET
S-Biotica
S-Biotica: base of their work is collaboration, whether it’d
be within their studio, or with other talents but also with
their working material as they are alive material, they
consider their work as more of an exchange of resources
than a one way.
A poetic narrative stood out of their work is patience,
time, rythme, learn to not force the nature to be faster
than it should, find the beauty in the ‘autonomous’
evolution/transformation of the material

“Acting “for the planet” is not acting
for only human beings, and so it is
necessary to adapt and respect every
beings and their own operation.”

ROUND TABLES
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FOOD DESIGN FOR THE PLANET
Nunca Estudio
From their industrial design background, they
understood the essence of why they created their studio.
Industrialisation is productivity increasing, more and
more producing is actually lifting a problem of lack of
resources.
Their working direction lines are artcraft ability to be
functional without energy-intensive using artcraft ability
to keep transmitting traditions through time and its
inspiration power to build a bright future.

“Each decision we make
contributes to the modification
of our future.”
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Foodture 2021
ROUND TABLES

EATING
BEYOND LIMITS

AUGMENTES
GASTRONOMY

In this round table we will bring together key talents such
as El Celler de Can Roca, Paradiso Lab and Plat Institute
to discuss and analyze innovation in gastronomy and
mixology in order to ‘augment’ the user experience.
We will talk about eating clouds, and circularity projects
that revolutionize the way we prepare & serve food, feed
other human beings and care for the planet.

SPEAKERS

TOPICS

Ignacio de Juan-Creix
Founder and Innovation Director
of Plat Institute and of VOM
Edible Cloud

INNOVATION
CONNECTING
SENSES

Giacomo Giannotti
Director and CEO
of Paradiso Cocktail Bar
Erika Marthins
Founder and Creative Director
of Augmented Food Studio

MODERATORS
Nicole Vindel,
Creative Director and Artist
specialized in Food

ROUND TABLES
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AUGMENTED GASTRONOMY
VOM Edible Cloud
Observing how our habits are evolving,
digitalization is teaching us how to
live in a different perception of reality:
Virtuality.
Augmented gastronomy is a tool that
approaches new technologies and
imagination to bring up questions
about societies near future.

“With Augmented Gastronomy,
we can express reality through
many different ways”

During the session we explored the
“techno-emotional movement and how
physical and digital reality allows us
to design new gastronomic scenarios.”
According to Ignacio Juan-Creix, it is
“imagination and design fiction that
help to break the limits of our reality”.
VOM Edible Cloud
Celler de Can Roca

ROUND TABLES
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AUGMENTED GASTRONOMY
Paradiso
Paradiso is a speakeasy style, hidden
bar behind a refrigerator door. The
cocktail menu consists of 25 signature
drinks. They create experiences
that allow the clients of the 3rd Bar
on the 50 Best Bars list of 2022 to
discover the Art of Mixology by using
using science, design, technique and
interaction.
The Most amazing Place to have fun
learning science and mixology

Mr. Gianotti is a Revolutionary
Mixologist.

ZEWA collection
Paradiso x Plat Institute, by Stoli

ROUND TABLES

AUGMENTED GASTRONOMY
Erika Marthins
Augmented food studio explores
relations between food and technology.
They question possibilities of intertwining
new dimensions with the act of eating to
create sensorial experiences.

“I thought of how we could eat
technology, in a soft way”
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WORKSHOPS
TOPICS
· FOODTURE BOX EXPERIENCE
Future delivery system
· POST WAR FOOD
21st Century rationing

FOODTURE
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Foodture 2021
WORKSHOPS

CREATE A NEW
EXPERIENCE

FOODTURE BOX
EXPERIENCE

The delivery & take away service is here to stay. In this
3-hour workshop, we will explore the most innovative
proposals for these services and learn how to implement
them for each specific business.
How can diners be surprised and cared for in order
to develop loyalty? Join us to learn about the art of
unboxing, the the phygital world, augmented tags &
labels and much more.

TUTORS

TOPICS

Ignacio de Juan-Creix
Founder and Innovation Director
of Plat Institute and of VOM
Edible Cloud

CIRCULAR DESIGN
DELIVERY SYSTEM
PACKAGING

Gerrit Jan Veldman
Product designer at Manual
Thinking

WORKSHOPS

FOODTURE BOX EXPERIENCE

During a 2,5 hour session, the hands-on visualization
tools of Manual Thinking have been used to find ideas
for a substantial challenge: to revolutionize the future
experience of food delivery and take-away services.
The session was opened with an inspiring introduction
on the topic on behalf of Nacho Juan-Creix from Plat
Institute, offering context on the metaverse, phygital
possibilities and sustainable solutions.
After some quick warming up exercises to get
acquainted with the use of the Manual Thinking tools,
two mapping exercises were performed by mixed
groups of 2-3 assistants each.
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WORKSHOPS

FOODTURE BOX EXPERIENCE

Guided by work templates designed for the occasion,
in the first map the participants were invited to explore
innovative scenarios for delivery and take away
experiences, unlocking the potential of current and
future technologies.
In the second map, the topic has been approached
from a sustainable perspective, generating ideas that
fit within the circular economy. After the creation of
each map, the results have been shared, discussed and
organized on an Idea Atlas, resulting in a dozen of maps
with hundreds of ideas.
An intensive and inspiring session with a great pool of
assistants!
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Foodture 2021
WORKSHOPS

21st CENTURY
RATIONING

POST-WAR
FOOD

When society is immersed in any type of crisis, be it war,
pandemic or economic, the increase in poverty is a fact.
In many cases, rationing systems for food and basic
necessities are activated, anchored in past times that
need to be renewed and regenerated in every way.
In this workshop we will design solutions and solve
problems through the discipline of food design to
improve in a more sensitive and sustainable way a
phenomenon that can be activated at any time.

TUTORS

TOPICS

Ivan Merino & Sergi Freixes

RESEARCH

Multidisciplinary Designers
& Founders of Biscuits BCN

STRATEGY
ANTICIPATION

WORKSHOPS

POST-WAR FOOD

When society is immersed in any type of crisis, whether
war, pandemic or economic, the increase in poverty
is a fact. In many cases, systems of rationing of food
and essential products anchored in past times are
activated, and these need to be renewed and adapted
to current times.
The workshop intended to influence, through food
design, the existing problems detected in the current
rationing chain by different organizations (such as
the Food Bank, Caritas, Red Cross, etc.) to define and
design new strategies
and food kits based on the single dish of Menu 2030.
Three groups of students were formed which worked
on a menu-food kit: breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Each team designed a kit made up of the necessary
and available food collected by different institutions.
Aspects such as quantities (these have been
decreasing in recent months), conservation, handling,
distribution and storage, maintenance, collection and
consumption were taken into account.
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EXHIBITIONS
TOPICS
· SPOONS
· SHOWCASE OF TALENTS
· PLATFORM

FOODTURE
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Foodture 2021
EXHIBITIONS

SUSTAINABLE
CUTLERY

SPOONS

This exhibition takes a journey throughout history on the
forms and uses that spoons have been adopting (or the
absence of them).
The third edition of Spoons explored the importance of
food design and sustainability around the figure of “the
spoon / not spoon” and its regenerative applications.
From the spoon that is eaten, to the spoon that is
planted, going through various creative and regenerative
cutlery ideas.

TOPICS
RE-IMAGINING
FOOD SUSTAINABILITY
DESIGN FICTION

EXHIBITIONS
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SPOONS

Lotte
Meeuwissen

The spoon is one of the elements that have
accompanied us since the Neolithic. We can say that
it is one of the oldest instruments that humanity has
used both to eat and to serve. An element that has
no borders, no classes. A tool that accompanies us
throughout our lives, from childhood to old age.

Carolina
Cabral

Hidden Factory
Barcelona

Lo Siento
Studio

Bon Aprofit

Nunca
Estudio

Annette Abstoss

Annette Abstoss

No Queda Tinte

No Queda Tinte

Every edition of our exhibition focuses on a specific
concept, topic.
The Foodture 2019 exhibition was proposed as a
compilation of spoons made by members of our
community, with the aim of capturing through this
element the work, values and “universe” of each of
the artists, designers, visionaries, inventors, scientists,
cooks and other participants of Foodture.
We named it FOODISM.

Biscuits
BCN

Mellow
Sheng

Food & Event

Plat
Institute

Elsa
Yranzo

Makeat
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EXHIBITIONS

SPOONS
The Foodture 2020 exhibition was
digital because of the pandemic
context we lived in.
Inspired by that year’s motto: “From
Food Design to Design Fiction”,
we focused on Science Fiction
becoming the science of tomorrow.
We consider that Design Fiction
allows us to draw and reflect on
future scenarios and create avantgarde solutions in the present. That
is why the Foodture 2020 exhibition
was titled SPOONS FICTION.

Roger Guilemany
Itziar Luna

Archicookture
Biscuits BCN

Françoise Felix

Salty Studio

Futures in Progress
No Queda Tinte

It was a compilation of spoons made
by multi disciplinary talents who are
part of our community.

Sharp & Sour
Food & Event

They contributed their futuristic,
speculative, critical and disruptive
vision of the future of food.

Nicole Vindel

Hidden Factory

Tho Ngoc Nguyen
Lucía Bruni

Mellow Sheng

Núria Vila

Núria Vila

Toni Jiménez
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EXHIBITIONS

SPOONS

Following our commitment to fostering a better future of food the
third edition of Spoons explored the importance of food design,
food tech and sustainability around the figure of the spoon.
Inspired by our 2021 motto “Augmented Gastronomy, Beyond
Sustainability”, we decided to focus on the interpretations of what
a regenerative spoon should be.
The spoon non-spoon and its applications.

Retro Simbiosis
Naif Factory Lab

GLOOP
Marta Maneja and
Hernán Hernández
Olaya

Voilà
Laura Gispert

Colored Spoons
Robert Kuta

Cuchara para
personas en
situación de
metaverso
Nunca Estudio

Object Beings S1
Miwa Kakuta

Cuchara de
bioplástico
Hidden Factory
Barcelona

Escuchara
Raül Maldonado
Periago
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Foodture 2021
EXHIBITIONS

THE INVENTORS
OF TOMORROW

SHOWCASE OF
TALENTS

Exhibition space in which institutions, artists and
startups show their most advanced projects.
For the 2021 edition we counted with the participation
of our Academic Partners: BAU, Elisava, ESDi, Fab Lab
Barcelona, IAAC and IED, which are schools committed
to the young talent, and promoting a better future
through design.

TOPICS
RE-IMAGINING
FOOD SUSTAINABILITY
DESIGN FICTION

EXHIBITIONS

SHOWCASE OF TALENTS
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Foodture 2021
EXHIBITIONS

TALENT
CONNECTING

PLATFORM

Our Foodture Platform is a digital space open to all
those artists, designers, startups, inventors, companies,
universities or brands that want to show their disruptive
projects related to emerging disciplines in the food
sector.
It is an online showroom to meet, connect and share
innovation + knowledge in which FOODTURE acts as
talent curator and meeting channel.

TOPICS
TALENT
CONNECTION
DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION

EXHIBITIONS

PLATFORM
Emerging futures exhibition space in which the talents that
are part of our digital FOODTURE PLATFORM could show
presencially their most advanced projects.
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EXHIBITIONS

PLATFORM

Ohmie the orange lamp
by Krill Design

Reolivar
by Naif Factory Lab

Phygital behaviors
by Laura Gusart

Eggshell ceramic
by Laura van de Wijdeven

Artesania digital
by Nunca Estudio
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EXHIBITIONS

PLATFORM

Myco-materials
by Bio-Babes / S-Biotica

Recycled plastic samples
by Plastic Precios La Safor

Pasta Fria
by Anta Otero

Museum of endangered
foods by Sharp and Sour

En (des)uso
by S-Biotica
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FOODTURE
SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION
AWARDS BY
ALPRO
FOODTURE

FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

In this 3rd edition of Foodture with the support from alpro, we
returned with our Sustainable Innovation Awards where projects
with disruptive ideas in terms of innovation and sustainability in
the food sector will be presented.
With the aim of seeking the most innovative and disruptive
ideas that would provide creative solutions to the problem of
#FoodWaste we created an open call for talent in Spain working
on possible disruptive solutions.
Among the more than 40 applications we received, our panel of
experts formed by Charo Saavedra from Danone, Helena Calvo
Too Good to Go, Samanta Peña from Naked Innovations, Isabel
Roig BcD and Ignacio de Juan -Creix from Plat Institute, chose 6
incredible projects as finalists:
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· en(des)uso
· Agro Biomaterials
· Orgasnic
· Kudos Honestly Good Supermarket
· MOAFoodtech
· Pilcán Concreto Austral
After listening to the pitches of all the participants and the
deliberation of the jury, Agro Biomaterials was the winner of a
€1,500 cash prize and an “Acceleration Day”.

FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

CANDIDATES
EN(DES)USO
by Lara Campos
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FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

CANDIDATES
AGRO BIOMATERIALS
by Berta Daina Troguet
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FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

CANDIDATES
ORGASNIC
by Iván Gordillo Esteban
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FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

CANDIDATES
KUDOS HONESTLY GOOD
SUPERMARKET
by Marina Coll & Lisa Kuntysh
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FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

CANDIDATES
MOA FOOD TECH
by Bosco Emparanza García
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FOODTURE SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION AWARDS

CANDIDATES
PILCÁN CONCRETO AUSTRAL
by Francisca Fuenzalida Gasman
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EMPOWERING
WOMEN IN
AGRIFOOD BY

FOODTURE

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD

Empowering Women in Agrifood (EWA) is an EIT Food program,
implemented in Spain with the collaboration of Naked
Innovations.
The program is designed for women regardless of their age,
family situation, experience in business. It consists of training,
mentoring, business coaching and networking opportunities
for women entrepreneurs in the agrifood sector. The goal is to
provide them with knowledge, confidence and support to meet
and exceed their aspirations, leading them to successfully start
and develop sustainable businesses.
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On 2021’s Spanish Edition, ten talented female entrepreneurs
with modest to moderate innovation rates went through a
6-months entrepreneurial programme tailored to create business
solutions for specific challenges in agrifood.
During FOODTURE 2021 the program had its Networking &
Pitching Competition in which the participants presented to a
judging panel their business ideas, and showed their overall
evolution during the programme. Two prizes of 10.000€ and
5.000€ each, were awarded to the entrepreneurs with the most
outstanding trajectory.

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
GASTROCAMPO

Founded in 2021

Gastrocampo is a marketplace that connects small and mediumsized farmers, processors and artisans with restaurants and
stores. It aims to radically change the food supply system to
make it more modern and decentralized. It connects stakeholders
directly and reduces negative effects on the climate through the
efficient use of resources.
Focus Areas:
· Sustainable Agriculture
· Circular Food Systems
· Marketplace
· Restaurant supplies
· Fair exchange

Sofía Furlotti - CEO
Catalunya, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
LAFUENTE VEGANA

Founded in 2020

LaFuente Vegana is an ecommerce of handmade cured and
vegan cheese, made with bio ingredients such as: almond,
cashew nut, and natural probiotics. It is 0 km, uses bio-ingredients
and is focused on promoting the development of rural women.
Focus Areas:
· Targeted nutrition
· Alternative proteins
· Women’s empowerment
· Local economy
· Healthy
· Sustainable

Claudia Quesada - CEO
Andalucia, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
A SANTA VIÑA

Founded in 2021

A Santa Viña is a winery that seeks to recover and produce
Galician Tostado wine with low ecological impact and high social
impact. Sustainable production, quality employment and women’s
training in the rural environment.
Focus Areas:
· Sustainable Agriculture
· Winery
· Innovation & tech
· Women’s Empowerment
· Local economy

AWARDED 5.000€

Andrea Arias de la Torre - CEO
Galicia, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
INSECTORIUM

Founded in 2021

Insectorium is a Tenebrio molitor breeding farm. Virtually
everything is used: the larva, live or dehydrated, is used for animal
feed; the frass is marketed as fertilizer; and the exoskeleton
is rich in chitin, a substance of interest to the chemical and
pharmaceutical industries.
Focus Areas:
· Insect farm
· Sustainable
· Healthy
· Economic alternative

Virginia de Cunha Borges - CEO
Guadalajara, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
MAYBEIN

Founded in 2020

Maybein is an app that gives a second chance to cancelled
and no show reservations by notifying interested customers
with a push notification. The only App with which you get the
tables cancelled in the best restaurants and places at the most
exclusive gastronomic events.
Focus Areas:
· Reduce food waste
· Marketplace
· Restaurant supplies
· Fair exchange

Saray Maestro de la Fuente - CEO
Valladolid, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
GOXO-RRUBI

Founded in 2020

Goxo-rrubi produces and distributes food sustainably. Develops
urban and organic agriculture. Contributes to the diversification
of local products, with the star product being strawberries. Uses
alternative transport systems. Fights against food waste by using
the surplus to get other delicious and more durable products
(jams, dehydrated fruits…)
Focus Areas:
· Sustainable Agriculture
· Circular Food Systems
· Local economy
· Healthy
· Eco

Begoña Julián - CEO
San Sebastián, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
AITANA ESPIRULINA

Founded in 2021

Aitana Espirulina is a microfarm designed for rural development.
It is a producer and ecommerce of handmade spirulina and
spirulina products of the highest quality, produced sustainably.
Focus Areas:
· Sustainable Agriculture
· Alternative Proteins
· No carbon footprint
· Circular economy
· Superfood

AWARDED 10.000€

Andrea Arias de la Torre - CEO
Galicia, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
BIOFOOD

Founded in 2019

Trade-educational startup: Rural Network of local organic food
ecommerces with minimum environmental impact deliveries,
through efficient EcoRoutes in hybrid van. Fair priced organic
food, Bulk purchase, Local produce- consumption. Accessible,
Sustainable and Affordable organic food in rural areas. Rural &
female entrepreneurship, circular economy, rural repopulation.
Focus Areas:
· Sustainable Agriculture
· Circular Food Systems
· Rural economy enhancement
· Producer-Consumer Bridge

Dulcinea Ortíz - CEO
Toledo, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
GALLINES NÒMADES

Founded in 2021

Gallines Nòmdes is regenerating soil, human health & relations with
animals and food. Bringing organic egg production to zero waste by
processing eggshells to produce egg-based powdered supplements.
Improving the shelf life of eggs while maintaining nutrients through
freeze-drying, solving the shortage of high-quality eggs during certain
seasons for households and restaurants. Mimicry of nature, integration
of innovative high-efficiency farming and recovery of ancestral
practices in the agro-livestock sector. Regenerating the soil through
animal grazing that protects the land from climatic hazards, while
producing nutrient-dense food. By means of a circular system, we will
close the cycle of the entire egg production chain: from animal feed to
the final product.
Focus Areas:
· Regenerative Agriculture
· Animal Planned Grazing
· Circular Food Systems
· Agroecology
· Food Sovereignty
· Urban-Rural Bridge
· Future of Food

Dulcinea Ortíz - CEO
Toledo, Spain

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN AGRIFOOD
BY EIT FOOD
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PITCHING COMPETITION
PARTICIPANTS
PLANT-BASED SCHOOL
BY GREENFOODSCO

Founded in 2020

Plant-Based School helps people who want to take their eating to the
next level by teaching them how to eat a plant-based diet through
a meal planning subscription that includes an online course, weekly
follow-up, group cooking classes and access to a private community
of peers. Greenfoodsco is a plant based marketplace that was born in
2020.
Focus Areas:
· Education
· Local
· Sustainable
· Healthy

Verónica Robredo - CEO
Madrid, Spain
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Foodture 2021
GASTRO EXPERIENCES

HOLISTIC
EXPERIENCE

TASTE THE
FUTURE

Only by testing it can be understood. On our Foodture
Gastronomic Experiences we bring together talent,
artistry, innovation and gastronomy to create a holistic
food-based experience. Attendees are part of the
creative process while tasting a menu inspired in the
latest trends of gastronomic innovation, from the hands
of chefs and food designers from Barcelona.

TOPICS
PAST & FUTURE
WASTELESS
MEAL
CONSCIOUS TRENDS

GASTRO EXPERIENCES

TASTE THE FUTURE
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Foodture 2021
GASTRO EXPERIENCES

AUGMENTED
MIXOLOGY

DRINKSLAB

Networking area in which attendees can taste solid and
aerial cocktails. In this beverage tasting laboratory we
had:
· VOM Edible Cloud, flying cocktails
· Paradiso Pop-up with special cocktails
by Giacomo Giannotti
· Sessions with Cervezas Alhambra’s limited
edition of Las Numeradas, aged in old oak barrels
· Las Jellys, encapsulated gelatin cocktails
· Lov Ferments’ healthy fermented drinks
· Natural wines from Celler Credo
· SIPS Pop-up with special drinks by Marc Alvarez

TOPICS
AUGMENTED MIXOLOGY
WASTELESS MEAL
CONSCIOUS TRENDS

GASTRO EXPERIENCES
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DRINKSLAB

Paradiso

Sips

GASTRO EXPERIENCES
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DRINKSLAB

Las Jellys cocktails

Sips
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RESULTS

Due to the Covid19 pandemic Foodture 2020
was an online edition, for this 2021 we made a
hybrid edition, focusing on the physical part of
the event.
Because of restrictions, we had limited capacity
on the event’s venue (300 people). Still, we
managed to sell 295 tickets. Comparing the data
from 2019 with the one from 2021, our ticket
sales increased 21%.

98%
OF VENUE
CAPACITY
FILLED

RESULTS
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ATTENDEES
FROM
23
DIFFERENT
CITIES

This year’s edition reached people from 7
different countries despite still being in the
midst of a pandemic. This was due to the
content offering, and of course the appeal of
Barcelona city as a place of innovation and
creativity.
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RESULTS

During the months leading to Foodture
we received a lot of traffic on our website.
From which 86,3% was from
direct user acquisition.
The site was visited from 74 different
countries, this shows there is a great
potential of bringing Barcelona-based
initiatives to the international community.

7.2K
USERS
ON OUR
WEBSITE

RESULTS
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+58,96%
FOLLOWERS
ON SOCIAL
MEDIA

With 59 posts, 348 stories and 2 reels we’ve
reached 4.319 followers on our instagram
account. Other interesting facts are that
we managed to get organically 266.466
impressions, and a 73.315 reach.
With our paid campaign we managed to get a
96.488 reach, 35.875 interactions and 19.917
clicks and thruplays. This translates into a 0,01€
CPC and a 6,27% interaction rate..

RESULTS
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CLIPPING
TECH FOOD MAGAZINE
https://www.techfoodmag.com/foodture-barcelona-acercarla-innovacion-disruptiva-de-impacto/

HG&T (Hostelería, Gastronomía & Turismo)
http://www.hggtonline.com/2021/11/la-emergencia-climaticaen-la-tercera.html

THE NEW BARCELONA POST
https://www.thenewbarcelonapost.com/tercera-edicionfoodture-barcelona-pone-foco-emergencia-climatica/
DIARI ARA
https://www.ara.cat/estils/coctels-comestibles-canviarmon_1_4192579.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_
medium=cms&utm_campaign=firmes&utm_
content=20211124firmes

COMUNIDARIA
https://comunidaria.com/alpro-barcelona-centre-de-dissenyplat-institute-promover-proyectos-innovadores/

AJUNTAMENT DE BARCELONA
https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/dissenyhub/es/
foodture-2021

EL PERIODICO
https://www.elperiodico.com/es/cata-mayor/actualidadgastronomica/20211124/foodture-food-design-contra-cambioclimatico-12895539

REVISTA MATERIA
https://www.revistamateria.com/noticia/foodture-la-cumbrede-innovacion-en-food-design-comienza-este-viernes-enbarcelona/

COMER LA VANGUARDIA
https://www.lavanguardia.com/comer/aldia/20211124/7884689/programacion-nueva-edicionfoodture-barcelona.amp.html

EUROPA PRESS
https://www.europapress.es/epagro/noticia-iii-foodturebarcelona-abordara-emergencia-climatica-solucionesambientales-food-design-20211123100852.html

NOTICIAS DE
https://www.noticiasde.es/catalunya/barcelona/el-iii-foodturebarcelona-aborda-la-emergencia-climatica-y-soluciones-confood-design/
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EPILOGUE
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AUGMENTED GASTRONOMY,
BEYOND SUSTAINABILITY

Foodture Barcelona focuses on disseminating and fostering
innovation for the food sector. We deeply thank all the speakers
and collaborators involved in this edition for being spearheads of
humanity today and leading planetary innovation through their
vision, projects and brands.
Although we are in times of uncertainty, these emerging food
systems draw regenerative models that serve as pioneering
examples that merge economic and ecological systems seeking
to generate an economy with benefits that protect ecosystems,
which are key for a sustainable and everlasting future.
By adding all this knowledge to a structured plan we will be able
to build an emerging regenerative future capable of adapting to
each environment.

There’s an enormous possibility of generating intercontinental
collaborative structures that can help humans in an
unprecedented global and local way.
People, businesses and brands have the opportunity and the
responsibility of transforming into pathfinders of positive change.
Foodture strives to connect those who provide tools, mechanisms
and solutions to integrate and develop this new, sustainable and
circular future.
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This book was conceived,
edited and designed by
Plat Institute
of Augmented Gastronomy
for FOODTURE Barcelona
Event photographs by
Mireia Rodríguez Marín
Generic images from
Unsplash / Several authors
Other visual material provided by
MADE IN BARCELONA

Edited by
Ignacio de Juan-Creix
Prologue by
Carolina Angeli and Ignacio de Juan-Creix
Texts by
Carolina Angeli, David Seoane, Françoise Felix and Ignacio de Juan-Creix
Epilogue by
Carolina Angeli
Art direction, layout and graphic design by
Raül Maldonado & Luis
Copy-editing by
Carolina Angeli
Proofreading by
Anna Achón

BCD
SEAQUAL 4 U
AZTI
Antonis Mavropoulos
Sau Pau Restaurant
Caña de Azucar Restaurant
VER AGUAS Project
S-BIOTICA
NUNCA ESTUDIO
Paradiso Cocktail Bar
Augmented Food Studio
Raül Maldonado
Bau
Elisava
Esdi
FabLab BCN
Iaac
IED
Krill Design
Naif Factory Lab
Laura Gusart
Laura van de Wijdeven
Plastic Precios La Safor

Ana Otero
Sharp and Sour
Berta Daina Troguet
Lara Campos
Iván Gordillo Esteban
Marina Coll & Lisa Kuntysh
Bosco Emparanza García
Francisca Fuenzalida Gasman
Gastrocampo
Lafuente Vegana
A Santa Viña
Insectorium
Maybein
Goxo-Rrubi
Aitana Espirulina
Biofood
Gallines Nòmades
GreenfoodSCO
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We extend our deepest gratitude
to those who make FOODTURE
Barcelona a reality.
Your support allows us to inspire
and design a better future of food.

Ajuntament de Barcelona / Manel Vázquez
Alpro / Charo Saavedra, Sara Molina & Barbara Mogas
EIT Foods / Elvira Domingo & Lara Rodríguez
Naked Innovations / Ryan Edwards, Laurence Tan & Samanta Peña

CONTACT

FOODTURE Barcelona
hola@foodture.barcelona
lab@platinstitute.com
info@bcd.es
@foodture.barcelona
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